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Sir,
Ross procedure has been at the center of a vivid scientific debate and the recently reported positive long-term results described in the literature favored the reappraisal of this procedure. However, issues of pulmonary autograft (PA) dilation and potential for reoperation are still harnessing the outcome of this operation. Controversial on its long-term effectiveness together with the technical burden carried by the procedure itself contributed to drop a veil of uncertainty on the future of this operation and triggered the surgical efforts of many groups in order to circumvent its drawbacks. [1] Sub-coronary implantation of the PA, which might theoretically reduce the risk of autograft failure, is not applicable in children. Conversely, as clearly pointed by Siever et al., the implantation of the PA as a freestanding root is associated with significant adverse outcome in the long-term, mainly regarding neo-aortic dilation and regurgitation. [2] Consequently, the use of external reinforcement of the PA has been strongly advocated but the strategies proposed until are based on the use of synthetic materials, as Dacron, which fail to match the biological requirements of a growing structure and dramatically compromise the native elastomechanical features of the ascendens aorta. [3] Obviously, the solution might rely in a PA wall reinforcement that respect its biological features and at the same time, is able to produce in the growing neoaorta some structural modifications to tolerate the systemic arterial hemodynamic conditions. We recently introduced the idea of the use of resorbable scaffolds as reinforcement of the PA in an experimental model of Ross operation in the growing lamb [ Figure 1] . [4] A polydioxanone external mesh prevented PA dilation and induced in vivo a favorable elastic remodeling of the autograft. A complex histoarchitectural rearrangement of the PA including medial thickening and increase in the elastic wall component was triggered by the bioresorbable prosthesis, eventually leading to the creation of a "neovessel" with characteristics similar to the native aorta [ Figure 2] . [5] We could speculate that the biomaterial accompanied and accelerated the naturally occurring pressure-load adaptation phenomena, the biological reinforcement might be used to prevent the complications of the arterial switch operations for transposition of great artery, which mainly regard neoaortic root enlargement and regurgitation for the left outflow tract repair, and the onset of supravalvular pulmonary stenosis for the right ventricular-arterial junction reconstruction. In conclusion, we believe that instead of engulfing the literature with 10 years clinical follow-up of Ross procedure, a new impulse should be given to basic and translational research activities to stimulate the development of bio-artificial vascular substitutes and provide an immediate future for the Ross procedure.
